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5. Report 
5.1 Proposed Executive Summary  
 
 The proposed project is focuses on determination of school location for 
secondary school covering district of Perlis State. The Perlis State has seen an 
increase in population over the last twenty years. With the increased number of 
population, the time is right for a suitability study in order to determine the location 
for a new school in this state. 
The overall aim of this research study is to evaluate and propose the most 
suitable criteria for new school location determination by using GIS and other 
related approach. The specific objectives are i) to study the existing criteria for new 
school location determination at PPD (Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah)/MOE (Ministry of 
Education) level; ii) to revise and propose a new most suitable criteria for new 
school location determination, iii) develope, simulate and evaluate a proposed 
model of most suitable new school location with the implementation of the most 
suitable criteria by using GIS approach. It is expected that result/outcome from this 
research study will be able in helping PPD/MOE in preparing a comprehensive 
departmental paper work or proposal of new school establishment for submission to 
the Department of State Education (JPN) and Ministry of Education (MOE). 
Suggested or proposed method could reduce stages that involved in determining 
new school establishment (location determination) and other related useful 
information such as insufficient number of teachers by option, classes and distances 
between existing school and housing area.  
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5.2 Enhanced Executive Summary 
 
The proposed project is focuses on determination of school location for 
secondary school covering district of Perlis State. The National Education System at 
school level under the government education institution category consists of 
preschool, primary, secondary and post-secondary education. Ministry of education 
has many departments and division with a lot of aim, objective and task to produce 
Malaysian citizens who will be knowledgeable and competent, possess high moral 
standards, responsible and capable of achieving high level of personal well-being 
for harmony and betterment of the family, the society and nation contribution. This 
research is focus on i). The suitability study of existing school distribution/location 
and ii). The determination of most suitable criteria for new school location 
determination by using AHP (Analytical Hiersrchy Process) in GIS approach. 
Perhap with the increments number of population nowadays, this is the right time for 
a school suitability location determination study in order to determine i). The Most 
Suitable, ii). Suitable and iiii). Less Suitable location for existing and new school in 
Perlis State. The use of AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) in GIS approach was 
implemented and the results show that the most, suitable and less suitable has 
been successfully presented for Perlis Indera Kayangan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
